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service in private
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Rothschild & Co is one of the world’s leading financial services
groups with a history of over 200 years and a presence in
Guernsey for 50 years.
We provide our private clients with an international banking
service which respects tradition and reflects
the requirements of the modern world.
The range of services available includes:
■
■
■
■

Call, Notice and Fixed Term Deposits
Foreign Exchange
Discretionary Investment Management
Portfolio and Residential Property Lending

The minimum amount required to open and
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You can find out more by calling
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ownership of the business (1852-1968). Each bar was
marked with a unique number and a guarantee of its purity.

Rothschild & Co Bank International Limited is licensed and regulated by the Guernsey Financial Services Commission for the provision of Banking and Investment Services.
It is incorporated in Guernsey with company number 1088. Its registered address is St Julian’s Court, St Peter Port, Guernsey GY1 3BP, Telephone 01481 713713. It is a
participant in the Guernsey Banking Deposit Compensation Scheme which offers full protection for “qualifying deposits” up to £50,000, subject to certain limitations.
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I am delighted to introduce our Spring
review. In this review, we have not only
provided a pictorial showcase of the
properties we are handling but we have
also endeavoured to highlight aspects
of “Guernsey life”.
Outdoor activities, and an endearing Guernsey trait
for understatement, has tended to combine to mask
Guernsey’s excellence in a number of sporting and
recreational activities. In this issue we highlight the
development of the women’s and men’s island football,
some of its rising stars and a growing partnership with
Bristol City in developing young island talent.
As a community we have embraced kerbside recycling in many ways more effectively than our friends in the UK
and our statistics for household waste are impressive.
However, we have a long way still to go in lots of ways.
Our article by the Clean Earth Trust on environmental
issues and how they affect the island is hopefully
informative and thought provoking.

As we gradually manage our way out of the pandemic,
the headwinds of the Ukraine war are already
impacting inflation, supply chains and interest rates.
Paying for the pandemic is costly and, in some
countries, taxes no doubt will rise.
I am sure Guernsey will weather these headwinds,
given its financial strength, going into the pandemic
and its careful management during the pandemic. I
am confident the island will remain an attractive place
to live, work, build businesses and bring up families.
I suspect the relative safety, both physically and
financially, will continue to hold our real estate markets
in sound condition, particularly for those looking for a
“safe haven” in these uncertain international times.

“ I AM CONFIDENT THE
ISLAND WILL REMAIN
AN ATTRACTIVE PLACE
TO LIVE, WORK, BUILD
BUSINESSES AND BRING UP
FAMILIES.”
If you are reading this with a view to moving to
Guernsey, I am sure you will find Sue Nicolle and
Nikki Trebert’s suggestions in the article “Moving to
Guernsey” very helpful. Sue has helped many people
to relocate happily and successfully over her 20 years
through Swoffers.
So, it merely remains for me to invite you to turn the
pages and contact us if you are buying, selling, or
renting - we remain the island’s largest agency and we
are determined to maintain that position by helping you.
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OPEN MARKET WILL
CONTINUE TO FLOURISH
By Craig Whitman, Swoffers Managing Director

“IN THE LAST
FEW YEARS, WE
HAVE ALSO SEEN
A MORE DIVERSE
SELECTION OF
RELOCATORS,
FROM INDIVIDUALS
LOOKING AT
RETIREMENT
TO YOUNG
ENTREPRENEURS”

As predicted at the end of 2021, both
the Open and Local property markets
started the year at a fast pace. There
was some levelling off towards the
middle of Quarter One 2022, as the
world begins to get to grips with living
with COVID-19 and as the impacts
of conflict in Ukraine, inflationary
pressures and energy price hikes start
to take effect. World economies need
to find a direction of travel to combat
current uncertainty and to bring stability
back into the financial markets.
It is positive that, despite the above
factors, we continue to see a robust rate
of enquiries from potential relocators.
We remain confident that our Open
Market is resilient and well placed to
offer an attractive option in the light of
tax and other pressures being faced
in the UK and similar jurisdictions.
Our view is that the Open Market will
continue to flourish, prices will continue
to harden and potentially rise as stock
levels fall.
‘Party’ politics, pandemic expenses and
a cost of living crisis are just some of
the issues the Chancellor must grapple
with, under increasing pressure to

balance the books. Whilst conditions
remain uncertain, Guernsey as a low
tax jurisdiction with a well-regulated
financial centre, will continue to attract
HNWs looking for an easily accessible
location offering wealth and asset
protection. We have seen growth in
family offices on the island and HNWs
and their families moving to Guernsey
as their main residence. In the last
few years, we have also seen a more
diverse selection of relocators, from
individuals looking at retirement to
young entrepreneurs. COVID-19 has
opened the eyes of many regarding
work-life balance, including the ability
to work remotely. Benefitting from good
connectivity and the ongoing roll out
of fibre broadband across the island,
coupled with the benefits of tax caps,
low income taxes, no IHT and no CGT,
Guernsey is certainly a jurisdiction to be
favoured in this respect.
With regards to our Local Market,
activity levels remain high across all
levels of the market with no sign of
things slowing down. Availability of
stock remains a challenge but with
availability of credit still good, the
appetite to buy remains strong and it

will be interesting to see how things
pan out in the second half of the year
There is much to be proud of in living
and working in Guernsey and in
particular our community spirit. Our
population pulled together through
the pandemic and has again recently,
offering support to Ukrainians who
have found themselves in such
extreme times. Individuals and local
businesses have donated supplies
and vehicles, and volunteers have
helped to make sure this vital aid gets
to Polish borders. Closer to home,
the Clean Earth Trust is also keen to
garner that community spirit. You
can read more about their initiatives
to protect the environment we are so
fortunate to have on Page 40.
With regards to property, as we
head towards the summer months,
the forecast for both our Local and
Open Markets remains resilient and
strong for the next Quarter and if
you are considering selling, buying
or renting, our team stands ready to
help you make that happen.

During

2021

Swoffers had
So far in

2022

Swoffers has

Negotiated 50% of all
agent sales

Negotiated 54% of all agent
sales (14 out of 26 agent sales)

Negotiated 57% of all sales of
£3m and over in 2021

Sold more than double the
number of properties of its
nearest competitor

Sold more than double the
number of properties of its
nearest competitor.

Attracted more than 30,000
Open Market web page views

Attracted 90,000 Open
Market web page views
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Welcome
to Guernsey
Living in Guernsey

Lifestyle

It’s easy to see why Guernsey is an attractive
relocation destination, with an environment that
helps business to thrive and an enviable lifestyle
that allows for a good work-life balance.

Guernsey is English-speaking, uses the pound
sterling and is in the same time zone as the UK
but enjoys a more temperate climate, similar to
northern France.

There are no barriers to entry into Guernsey. It is
easy to relocate to. In most cases it’s as simple as
buying or renting an Open Market property.

Its coastline of cliffs, beaches, and harbour ports,
combined with its French influence, offer a relaxed
lifestyle with an excellent work-life balance. There
are plenty of sports and leisure opportunities to
enjoy, including – of course – water sports.

Moving to the island is relatively straightforward
and there are plenty of specialists on the island
ready to help. Whether it’s the logistics of getting
your family and possessions to Guernsey, finding
schools and somewhere to live, or registering with
the various authorities, the island has experts that
can help.

The Bailiwick
The Bailiwick of Guernsey is a British Crown
Dependency and low tax jurisdiction in the English
Channel between the UK and France. As well as
Guernsey, the Bailiwick also includes Alderney,
Sark, Herm, Jethou, Brecqhou and Lihou.

The bustling harbour town of St Peter Port is not
only one of the prettiest in Europe but features high
quality restaurants where chefs from around the
world draw inspiration from fresh, local produce. It
also offers independent boutiques and jewellers, in
addition to familiar high street brands.
With its low crime rate and strong sense of
community, Guernsey presents a stable, centred,
and safe space to start a new life.

"Réjouis té d'la vie"
"Enjoy life"
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Business

Who can live in Guernsey?

Guernsey is a reputable business centre and one
that offers a supportive environment in which
businesses can flourish.

• A British citizen
• A national of the European Economic Area
(EEA) – that is EU nationals plus nationals of
Iceland, Liechtenstein, and Norway
• A Swiss national
• If you have the Right of Abode in the UK through
marriage or any other means
• A Commonwealth citizen who would be entitled
to Right of Abode in the UK

Establishing a business in Guernsey is a smooth and
efficient process and, thanks to the island’s proactive
approach, it can be done quickly with very little
fuss. This can-do attitude has driven growth in
exciting new sectors, such as ICT, digital and
fintech, which are at the leading edge of the island’s
evolving economy.
The island is committed to maintaining its
international reputation as a well-regulated global
financial centre and is an original member of the
OECD’s exchange of tax information ‘white list’.

• If you have been granted ‘Indefinite Leave to
Remain in the UK’ or any other visa through the
UK Home Office
If you have any questions, please contact the team
at Swoffers.

Health
Guernsey has excellent healthcare on-island, with
highly qualified specialists in all main areas. The
island has numerous medical centres and GP
surgeries, and its main hospital is The Princess
Elizabeth Hospital (PEH). It is important to note that
Guernsey’s health system is different to the UK’s in
that it does not have the National Health Service.
GP practices are private, although subsidised by
your Social Security payments.
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Secondary or specialist care is delivered through the
Medical Specialist Group and is free via referral.
The local healthcare system also links into the NHS
in the UK for specific specialist or emergency care
needs.

Education
Guernsey offers an excellent standard of both free
and private/grant-aided schools.
The island’s education system is organised along
similar lines to the UK with compulsory education
from age five to 16 (children may start school at
four years old if parents wish). Children transfer
from primary school to secondary education at 11,
based on where they live. Students can access a
range of public examinations including GCSEs,
iGCSEs, A-Levels, the International Baccalaureate,
and a number of applied technical and vocational
qualifications.
Guernsey has three well-regarded independent
colleges:
The Ladies’ College (for girls from two and a half to
18 years)
Elizabeth College (a co-eduction for boys and girls
aged 2 to 16, and sixth form for ages 16-18).
Blanchelande College (for boys and girls aged 4 to
18)
A combined Guernsey Institute offers a range of
further and higher education including degree-level
courses and professional training.

Tax
As a self-governing British Crown Dependency,
the island’s own system of taxation offers a
long-standing, competitive regime that meets
OECD standards of transparency and information
exchange.
With a flat personal tax rate of 20%, and no
Inheritance Tax, Capital Gains Tax, Wealth
Tax, Gift Tax or Goods and Services Tax/VAT,
relocating to Guernsey is an attractive option.
It affords you the potential to distribute prearrival income from personally owned overseas
companies tax-free.

A UK non-dom
looking to relocate
to Guernsey should
consider the
following:
•

As a taxpayer, if you spend
under six months of the
calendar tax year in the
island, you can limit your
Guernsey tax liability to
just £30,000 p.a. as a
‘Resident Only’ taxpayer.

•

If a taxpayer is fully
resident, a capping
arrangement allows a
taxpayer to limit their
liability to £130,000 p.a.
on non-Guernsey income.

•

An individual with a
combination of foreign
and Guernsey source
annual income (other
than Guernsey property
income) totalling more
than £1,300,000 can
restrict their tax liability to
£260,000 p.a.

•

No minimum amount of tax
contribution is required in
order to become Guernsey
resident.

•

Property owners and
occupiers may also be
liable for tax on real
property and parish
rates, but these are very
reasonable and particularly
low in comparison with
similar rates in the UK, as
are excise duties charged
on tobacco, beers, wines
and spirits.

There are also reduced tax rates on the
drawdown of UK pensions and the option to
transfer UK pension rights to a Guernsey scheme.
Plus, Guernsey offers the opportunity for High
Net Worth Individuals to cap your tax liability
depending on your residential status.
The island also offers a tax cap of £50,000
for individuals in their first four years of
Guernsey residence, provided you buy an Open
Market property and pay £50,000 or more in
document duty (i.e. purchased a property worth
£1.32million or more at current rates).
Guernsey resident companies are liable to tax on
their world-wide income. Non-resident companies
are subject to Guernsey tax on their Guernsey
source income.
Company tax rates range from the current
standard rate of 0% on taxable income to 20%
depending on the type of business.
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Finance

Legal

Relations with Europe

Guernsey is a leading international
finance centre, with a renowned
reputation for banking, fund
management, private wealth, fintech and
insurance. Financial services have been
the backbone of the island’s economy
for 30 years and in that time, Guernsey
has established itself as an international
finance centre of excellence, having been
at the forefront of financial innovations
such as the development of the protected
cell company.

Guernsey is a self-governing jurisdiction
with its own independent legal system
and jurisprudence, which gives it a
special relationship with both the UK and
the European Union.

Guernsey is not a member of the
European Union but has an established
‘third country’ relationship with the EU.

The island’s high regulatory standards,
compliant and transparent tax regime,
and positive relationship with the UK and
Europe, have created a fiscal environment
perfectly suited to enable businesses to
flourish.

The island’s parliamentary assembly,
the States of Deliberation, has complete
political and legislative independence
from the United Kingdom in all matters
except foreign affairs, defence, and
other matters touching upon the Royal
Prerogative.
Presided over by the island’s chief justice,
the Bailiff, the Royal Court is Guernsey’s
principal court and exercises both civil
and criminal jurisdiction.
Additional courts, such as the
Magistrate’s Court, which deals with
minor criminal matters, and the Court of
Appeal, which hears appeals from the
Royal Court, have been added to the
island’s legal system over the years.
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Some EU legislation applies to Guernsey
under these third country provisions.
The island continues to carefully plan for
when the UK leaves the EU, although it
expects to remain largely unaffected.

Travel Links

Visas

Guernsey’s location in the English
Channel, off the coast of Normandy,
means that transport links to and from the
UK and Europe could not be easier.

The Bailiwick is English-speaking, and
you don’t need a passport if you are
travelling from the UK or Republic of
Ireland, but you will require some form of
photographic identification.

Guernsey has strong air and sea links
with the UK and Europe. There are daily
flights to London Gatwick and other UK
regional hubs allowing quick and easy
onward connections.

If you are arriving from outside the UK or
Republic of Ireland, you must have a valid
passport or travel document, irrespective

There are also seasonal air links with a
number of European cities and holiday
resorts and shipping links with Jersey,
England, and France.
Guernsey is only a short hop away
from off-island business meetings and
connecting travel worldwide.

of your nationality. European Economic
Area and Swiss nationals may use their
national identity cards.
Non-British/European Economic Area
nationals travelling to the Channel Islands
from outside the UK or Republic of Ireland
should check whether they require a visa.
Visas must be obtained prior to travel
from a British Consulate or British High
Commission in your usual country of
residence.

Investor and
Entrepreneur Visas*
Guernsey currently offers another route
to residency for wealthy individuals and
entrepreneurs looking to relocate and set
up or invest in a business in the Island.
These routes are available to those
who are not UK or EU passport holders
(conditions apply).
Investor visa route
In order to apply for Guernsey residency,
you must have £1m available and under
your control and make a minimum
investment of at least £750,000 for the
benefit of the Bailiwick of Guernsey for
five years.
Entrepreneur visa route
You must invest £200,000 in a new or
existing Guernsey company under the
entrepreneur visa route. The funds must
be in your name and ready to be invested
and you must manage the business
yourself.
*These are subject to change
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2

Meet the Swoffers
Open Market Team
Living in Guernsey, we are very fortunate to be able to visit some of our quaint and
characterful sister islands in the Bailiwick. Which is your favourite island for a long
weekend escape or even a relaxed lunch away with friends?

Shauna Clapham
Director

Craig Whitman
Director

Sophie Ephgrave
Director

Shauna has been with Swoffers
for over 30 years and is a
Director of and shareholder in
the company. She is responsible
for Open Market sales and is
a key member of the executive
team.

This is Craig’s 19th year at
Swoffers, and he has built up a
wealth of experience in Guernsey’s
property market, specialising in
the Open Market sector. He is well
respected in his field and has been
instrumental in the sale of some of
the island’s most prominent Open
Market homes both on the market
and off market sales.

Sophie is an experienced
member of the team having
worked for Swoffers for over 18
years. She has a wide breadth
of knowledge of the Guernsey
property market.

'It’s such a difficult question
as they all offer different
experiences.’ says Shauna. 'I
would like to avoid the question
but that’s not an option so
I think my answer will have
to be Alderney. For a small
Island it punches well above its
weight with great restaurants,
excellent service, quality hotels
and absolutely stunning sandy
beaches. We spent four days
there last summer and walked
the perimeter of the Island,
played golf on a tricky 9 hole
course and ate like kings – the
weather was positively tropical!'

shauna@swoffers.co.uk

our islands within the Bailiwick.'

'I would choose Alderney for its
rugged wild beauty and strong
character. It is steeped in dark
history which you cannot fail to
feel when walking the arresting
cliff paths or deserted sandy
bays.' says Sophie. 'It has
only roughly 2000 permanent
inhabitants but everyone
you meet seems to have an
interesting backstory. If you
pull up a chair at one of their
very large number of charming
hostelries, you will normally find
out these back stories quickly!
I have visited for years, and it
is so friendly and endearing.
However, with its air of mystery
if you grew up binge watching
the likes of Howards’ Way or
Bergerac or spent time reading
Agatha Christie it’s a fun place
to let you imagination run wild!'

craig@swoffers.co.uk

sophie@swoffers.co.uk

'Sark holds special memories for
our family. My wife and I met on
the island of Sark and we also
got married there.' says Craig.
'A short ferry ride and you are
mooring up to the harbour wall
and after a walk through a tunnel
in the cliff face, you really are a
world away. I love the fact that
you have no option but to slow
down, allowing you to take in the
beauty and friendliness of the of the
island. With no cars, you are either
walking or cycling, affording plenty
of opportunity to enjoy the island’s
natural and cultural history. It truly
is a unique place and we are very
fortunate to have Sark as one of

Alex Stuart
Open Market
Sales Negotiator
Alex moved across from Local
Market sales to join the Open
Market team in February 2019
having started with Swoffers in
2015. Alex quickly developed
into a successful member of
the Local Market team and is
excited to bring his breadth of
knowledge and skills across to
Open Market sales.
'My favourite neighbouring
Island to visit is Herm. The Island
is just a 20 minute boat trip
away from Guernsey but the
clear blue sea and golden sandy
beaches make it feel like you
could be on the other side of
the world. A summer’s evening
spent socialising in the Mermaid
Tavern is the perfect way to
relax with family and friends.'

alex@swoffers.co.uk

Sue Nicolle
Open Market
Lettings Negotiator

Olivia Phillips
Open Market
Sales Negotiator

Courtney Kennedy
Open Market PA
& HR Officer

Melissa Tostevin and
Matt Le Page
Creative Team

Sue is another long-time
member of the Swoffers family,
having joined us over 20 years
ago. Sue was instrumental in
building the Lettings department
and now concentrates on Open
Market rentals.

Originally from Guernsey,
Olivia moved back to the island
in June 2020 and immediately
jumped at the chance to
join the team at Swoffers.
Olivia previously worked for
Chestertons, a large estate
agent in London.

‘I adore Sark, it is one of my
favourite places on earth!' says
Sue. ' I have visited regularly
throughout my life and have
so many happy memories of
childhood holidays and later
with my own children. For some
reason May half term was the
favoured time and the island
always looks glorious then.
Without fail. Even if the sun is
not shining. For me, the appeal
is the general sense of peace
and relaxation that you get as
soon as you set foot on the path
up to La Laches or should you
choose the opposite direction
along the path high above
Maseline Harbour with lovely
views of the Burons rocks. I
haven’t got room to mention
the joys of the toast rack, the
drama of La Coupee and Little
Sark or my personal favourite
place on the Gouliot Headland
overlooking the dramatic
narrow passage between
Sark and Brecqhou and over
the caves filled with jewel-like
anemones. Why not go and
discover it for yourself?'

‘We have always enjoyed
island hopping within the
Bailiwick and feel so lucky
that there are so many options
on our doorstep to enjoy as a
family. Recently I would say that
Alderney has become one of
our favourites after discovering
all it has to offer during
lockdown. We have spent a
few long weekends there and
rented an Airbnb which worked
brilliantly.’ says Olivia.

Courtney joined Swoffers in
August 2021, after spending
the last five years working in
HR in the finance industry. Her
role here at Swoffers is to assist
the busy Open Market team
and manage their diaries on
a day-to-day basis. She is also
responsible for the HR function
within our office and manages
all aspects of the employment
process.

We have our own in-house
creative team dedicated to
making your property look
its absolute best. Our digital
designer Melissa joined us just
over four years ago and Matt,
our photographer, started in
February 2019.

‘It really feels like a minibreak
despite such a short flight so it’s
the perfect option for a change
of scenery without losing any
time to travelling. For a small
island there are so many
restaurants to choose from.
My favourite has to be lunch
on the balcony at The Braye
Beach, the view of the white
sand is just beautiful. I would
also recommend hiring electric
bikes to really explore all of
the forts and bays. You can
cover all of the island in less
than half a day then stop off at
The Georgian at the end for a
drink in their sheltered garden,
perfect!’

olivia@swoffers.co.uk

'As much as I love all the
Islands, Sark would be my
favourite.' says Courtney. 'I
have many great memories
from over the years of weekend
stays with my close friends.
We rent bikes, explore the
beaches and drink rose in the
sun at Stocks. I recommend
star gazing at night too – the
sky is so clear and it’s really
beautiful.'

courtney@swoffers.co.uk

'Whilst technically part of
Guernsey, Lihou couldn’t be
more different. Only accessible
by walking across the causeway
at low tide, Lihou is like
stepping back in time. There is
no wifi, no tv, only shelves filled
with books and boardgames to
while away the evening in front
of the fire. It makes for such a
peaceful stay to recharge and
disconnect' says Matt.
'Herm in the summer is an
absolute must! I love hopping on
the Trident on a perfect sunny
day with friends or family. We
love to walk around the Island
stopping off at Shell Beach and
Belvoir Bay catching a few rays
in between and sit on the warm,
sandy shores.’ And at the end of
the day, Melissa adds ‘nothing
compares going to the Mermaid
Tavern for a cold drink. It feels
so tropical you wouldn’t believe
you were still in the Bailiwick,
just be aware of the famous
‘Herm burn’ or you might be a
bit sore the next day’

sue@swoffers.co.uk
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Our Local Market Sales Team
Our Office Team

Spencer Noyon
Director
spencer@swoffers.co.uk

Andre Austin
Director
andre@swoffers.co.uk

Scott Ingrouille
Local Market Negotiator
scott@swoffers.co.uk

Sarah Gaudion
Local Market Negotiator
sarah@swoffers.co.uk

Simon Martin
Local Market Negotiator
simon@swoffers.co.uk

Antonia Thomas
Local Market Negotiator
antonia@swoffers.co.uk

Jessica Bichard
Local Market Negotiator
JessicaB@swoffers.co.uk

Beverley Esteves
Local Market Secretary/PA
bev@swoffers.co.uk

Luella Cristofoletto
Office Manager
luella@swoffers.co.uk

Georgia Blumsom
Office Administrator Support
georgia@swoffers.co.uk
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Sam Eker
Receptionist
sam@swoffers.co.uk

Our Property Managers
Our Lettings Team

Nicola Broad
Property Manager
nicola@swoffers.co.uk

Chris Markham
Property Manager
chris@swoffers.co.uk

Nikki Trebert
Senior Property Manager
nikki@swoffers.co.uk

Jessica Guilliard
Property Manager
jessica@swoffers.co.uk

Katie Martin
Property Management & Lettings
Administrator
katie@swoffers.co.uk

Kim Le Lacheur
Property Management & Rentals
Co-ordinator
kim@swoffers.co.uk

Sue Nicolle
Open Market Lettings Negotiator
sue@swoffers.co.uk

Laura Gorvel
Local Market Lettings Negotiator
laura@swoffers.co.uk

Demi-Lee Dawson
Local Market Lettings Negotiator
demi-lee@swoffers.co.uk

Annie Le Prevost
Local Market Lettings Negotiator
annie@swoffers.co.uk

Stephanie Best
General Administrative Assistant
stephanie@swoffers.co.uk
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About Swoffers
At Swoffers we focus on property, of
course, but first and foremost our job is
about people. There’s a lot to consider
when you’re buying or selling a home,
especially if you’re contemplating a move
to the island, and it’s the relationships we
form with our clients that help to navigate
the process and make it as easy and stressfree as possible.

Swoffers has unrivalled expertise in Guernsey’s property market.
We are 100% locally owned and 100% focused on our clients.
We’ve been in business since 1972 and employ 30 staff, making
us the largest and most experienced team of property experts in
the island.
The company is wholly owned by the directors, who are all
actively involved in the business on a day-to-day basis. We know
Guernsey and its property market like the back of our hands,
and we’re keen to share our knowledge with you. We’ll guide
you through the process of buying or renting a property on the
island and answer all your burning questions about living here.
Whatever your interests, at least one of our team will be able to
help you out or introduce you to someone who can!
What makes us special is our fusion of traditional values and
customer service with the latest technology, making them work
together to provide the best service for you.
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With you
every step
of the way
With the largest and most experienced property team in Guernsey,
we can guide you smoothly through the process of buying or
selling your home in the Bailiwick.

To discuss your requirements, please contact
one of the partners listed below:

We can also help you with planning and construction issues,
housing applications and relocating to the Islands.

Jason Morgan

SERVICES

D +44 (0)1481 741563
E jason.morgan@careyolsen.com

⁄ Sales and acquisitions

⁄ Re-vesting real property

⁄ Conveyancing

⁄ Joint buyer/venture agreements

⁄ Leases

⁄ Property development financing

⁄ Planning advice

⁄ Commercial property

⁄ Relocation

⁄ Wills and probate

Partner

Davey Le Marquand
Partner

D +44 (0)1481 732009
E davey.lemarquand@careyolsen.com

P R O P E RT Y L AW S P EC I A L I ST S
C A R E Y H O U S E L E S B A N Q U E S ST P E T E R P O RT GY 1 1 B Z

careyolsen.com

Digital Innovation

In the Media

Most buyers search for properties on their computer, tablet, or
phone, so we constantly update our state-of-the-art website to
make it informative and easy to navigate. It’s a mine of valuable
information about Guernsey, covering areas such as education,
lifestyle, business, and tax, and giving you a good overview of
the process of relocating to the island.

Traditional forms of advertising are important to us at Swoffers
and we regularly appear in national publications, including
Country Life and The Times. We are also a go-to source of
property expertise and comment for newsrooms and magazines.

swoffers.co.uk averages more than 75,000 visits a month,
and more than a third of all traffic is from outside of Guernsey,
indicating a high level of interest from potential Open Market
buyers. In the last year we received nearly 300,000 new users,
recording over 1 million sessions and 3,700,000 page views.
Our website is kept regularly updated and our SEO (search
engine optimisation) is continually improved, ensuring that we are
easily found by search engines. We keep our content interesting
with the addition of specially commissioned videos and high
quality, relevant articles.
Swoffers is the first estate agency in Guernsey to offer immersive
property tours, which allow potential buyers to take a virtual walk
around a home. If you’re not presently located on the island,
we’re sure you’ll appreciate the convenience of being able to
explore properties of interest wherever and whenever you choose.
Just contact us for access to these virtual tours.
We have a strong online presence generally, with LinkedIn and
banner advertising, all driving potential buyers to our website.
We also have digital partnerships with the Guernsey Press and
property portals such as Zoopla.co.uk, OnTheMarket.com,
Propertyskipper.com and Under One Roof.
Swoffers embraces the power of social media to connect with
buyers and sellers of property in Guernsey. Find us on Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram, and LinkedIn. We invest in boosted and
targeted social media posts to increase the visibility of our
properties and content.
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Community
At Swoffers we are passionate about our island and helping to
make Guernsey the place where our families will have a future.
We believe in being part of the community, and we get involved –
as individuals and as a company – in many aspects of island life,
including raising money for a number of charities.
We are proud to sponsor a wide range of initiatives, charities,
and events, such as the Guernsey Football Club, Guernsey
Hockey, Guernsey Cricket, and the Pollinator Project to help
support the island’s valuable natural environment.

Expert guidance, precisely tailored.
Finding the right home has
to work for your family, your
lifestyle and your future.
Whether you’re buying, selling or investing in
property in Guernsey, Alderney or Sark, you can
expect a bespoke service from our team.
We have particular expertise in supporting high
net-worth individuals and their families.
Our clients value our personal, commercial and
comprehensive approach.

Our wider services include:
Advising on relocations in conjunction with trusted
tax advisers.
Coordinating surveyors and architects, as well as
private banks, to provide an integrated, bespoke
offering.
Responsive and commercially aware planning and
construction law advice.
A comprehensive suite of broader private wealth
services, delivered in seamless combination with
your other service requirements.

Property Law
Redwood House, St Julian’s Avenue, St Peter Port, Guernsey GY1 1WA
Telephone: +44 1481 721672
See ogier.com for more information about Ogier’s legal services.

ogierproperty.com
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THE BEGINNING
OF AN ARTISTIC
JOURNEY
Art for Guernsey has secured
a gallery in the heart of St
Peter Port’s Old Quarter, which
presents a unique opportunity
for the charity to provide a
much-needed, long-awaited key
creative asset for the island.

“WORKING FOR
THE COMMUNITY
IS IN OUR
DNA,IT’S WHAT
MOTIVATES US TO
WORK FOR THE
GREATER GOOD
TO BRING PEOPLE
TOGETHER”

Art for Guernsey is a charitable initiative managed
by a team of passionate professionals who share
a belief in the transformative power of art to
bring communities together, provide educational
opportunities and support local tourism. The team
believes that Guernsey possesses a high degree of
integrity and an incredible set of community values
– indeed, Art for Guernsey was founded by David
Ummels in response to these special assets.
‘Working for the community is in our DNA,’
explains David. ‘It’s what motivates us to work for
the greater good to bring people together, provide
educational opportunities through multi-curricular
projects, support local artists and welcome visiting
artists whilst nurturing creativity, promoting Cultural
Diplomacy and creating an artistic legacy for
Guernsey. We have a strong remit to bring art
where it is most needed, to inspire people and try
to make them happy.’
In its first five years Art for Guernsey has delivered
many inspiring, entertaining and innovative local
and international art events and exhibitions.
Having its own gallery space is a game-changing
development which marks the first step of an
exciting new journey. When the team looked
around the expansive space, which spans over
two floors, they could see the potential to create
an art centre with a gallery space, library,
children’s wing, workshops and a strong room for
particularly valuable artworks. The AFG Academy
will be established, enabling students to develop
their talents on the island. This will bridge an
identified skills gap between secondary education
and art school, and its non-prescriptive approach
will connect local art students to local and
visiting artists through workshops and mentoring
programmes run in parallel with exhibitions.
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Inclusivity is crucial, so the charity will work
with the Disability Alliance to ensure that
the gallery will be fully accessible. Art for
Guernsey has a strong record of inclusivity,
including multiple collaborations with 18
island schools, Arts for Impact, the Sovereign
Art Foundation, Guernsey Cheshire Home,
the Ron Short Centre, the Princess Elizabeth
Hospital, Les Nicolles Prison, the Youth
Commission and Guille-Allès Library. The
charity has further reinforced its ability to
deliver on its inclusivity narrative by joining
forces with Arts for Impact to create one sole
organisation.
Earlier this year, Art for Guernsey staged
a unique exhibition, Transformation, to
introduce islanders to the AFG Gallery and
to raise funds for the redevelopment of the
building. Five of the UK’s top contemporary
street artists - Daniel Hosego, Teddy Baden,
Leo Boyd, Charlie Mcfarley and Vesna
Parchet - were in residence for six days,
during which they collaborated with a select
group of local students to cover the walls
with their sensational, colourful and often
irreverent works of art. The artists were given
free rein to transform the gallery and the
results were remarkable.
A number of the visiting artists have been
involved in rejuvenation projects, which tied
in perfectly with Art for Guernsey’s desire
to provide a catalyst to help to revitalise the
Old Quarter, once a thriving part of town but
now in need of investment. For the month that
Transformation was open, there was a buzz
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in the area that had been lacking for many
years. Art For Guernsey’s Jock Pettitt reports:
‘The exhibition saw a steady stream of visitors
all day, peaking on the weekends. Many
came back several times and almost everyone
commented how much this was needed, and
how they loved this part of town and were
keen to see it coming back to life.’
David adds: ‘Around 2,500 visitors came to
the show and many neighbours operating
shops in Mill Street and Mansell Street
reported an uplift in their trading during the
exhibition. We welcomed our neighbours
in the gallery to discuss how collectively we
could creatively improve the Old Quarter and
raise its attractivity. The States of Guernsey,
the Guernsey Retail Group and the Chamber
of Commerce were all represented at senior
level at this informal gathering, and an
excellent momentum has been set for further
collaborations between us, in particular
around art and food and the concept of street
festivals.’
The exhibition itself was a huge success,
so much so that many of the artists sent
new artworks and received a number of
commissions. Not only was it an opportunity
to view and buy art, but it also provided
an ideal platform for the team to engage
with the community and communicate their
plans. ‘The exhibition was incredibly well
received, in particular by the younger
generation, whose favourite phrase was
“this is sick”. We managed to run a number
of community events over the duration of

the show, including engagements with the
Youth Commission, Arts for Impact, the
Mill Street Community Café, the Disability
Alliance and the Guernsey Skate Parks - the
last weekend was dedicated to street art and
skateboarding,’ says David.
Work has now begun on the fit-out of the
AFG Gallery, which will reopen in the autumn
with an exciting exhibition, A Renaissance
of Victor Hugo, which will celebrate the
legacy of the great French writer, who spent
15 years in exile on the island. Curated
in collaboration with Hauteville House,
the exhibition will feature works by Daniel
Hosego and Oleg Mikhailov, both AFG artists
in residence.
The Art for Guernsey team is convinced
that an inclusive and inspiring home for the
arts, which nurtures independent thinking
and creativity, will be a valuable asset for
the island, and that the rejuvenation of
the Old Quarter will benefit islanders and
visitors alike. David feels that the future looks
bright: ‘With the help of all our supporters,
benefactors and sponsors, and the amazing
passion and drive animating the team, I am
confident that we will succeed to deliver this
for the common good of the island.’
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THE ISLAND
WHERE YOUR
GLASS IS ALWAYS
HALF-FULL
GARETH Chandler was the thirstiest man in Guernsey before
he started up his own craft brewery, and now he might have
the best job on the island.
The Little Big Brew Co, near the Longstore, was established in 2020 during the pandemic, and
is made up of a tap room, an online shop, special events, tours, and of course the brewery
itself.
Gareth is not entirely sure what his job title is, but on his emails it says something like ‘cofounder and director’, so yeah, we’ll go with that.
The idea for a brewery was born years ago when beer-loving Gareth realised he was fed up
with the mass-produced varieties.

“OUR BEER IS GUERNSEY BORN AND BRED,
WE’RE DOING SOMETHING DIFFERENT FROM
A LOCAL PERSPECTIVE, AND THAT’S A STRONG
UNIQUE SELLING POINT.”
‘Literally over a pint in a bar in Switzerland I just said, “I’m so sick of drinking Carlsberg, I
think we could do better”.
‘So I did a practical brew skills course in Sunderland, quit my job, got a warehouse, got the
kit delivered, and started brewing in Switzerland and did about four years trading there,’ he
said.
‘My beer is all natural, it has no chemicals, we use organic produce, it’s full of flavour.’ Born
and bred in Guernsey, Gareth left the island after school and did 18 ski seasons, 14 working
as a ski instructor.
His globe-trotting lifestyle took him across Europe, the US, New Zealand, and Australia where
he worked in hospitality management. Having a young family meant a rethink, and he knew
that Guernsey had a lively drinking culture with inhabitants who liked to be well refreshed
after work.
The stars lined up and it was time to return.
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‘I'm really enjoying being back. It's such a great
place. It's so easy to get around.
‘I know the traffic is annoying, but it's only 10
extra minutes,’ said Gareth.

It’s a volume industry, margins are tight, and
the global brands like Carlsberg, Carling and
Heineken all have scale and mass marketing.
On top of all that, the English Channel is an
expensive strip of water to export across.

‘And it’s really safe for the girls. When they get
older, they’ll be able to go off by themselves and
explore on their bikes, like we used to do, leaving
at 10 in the morning and coming back at 6 in the
evening. I loved growing up here and I wanted
the girls to experience that.’

Despite the challenges, Gareth’s glass is
more than half full.
‘Our beer is Guernsey born and bred,
we’re doing something different from
a local perspective, and that’s a strong
unique selling point.’

A chance meeting led to a partnership between
the brewery and the Little Big Hotel Group, and
that tie-in meant a supply into the Peninsula, Les
Douvres and Fleur du Jardin hotels.
Setting up a business in Guernsey was a lot more
straightforward than the previous experience
in Switzerland, and Gareth feels as though the
community want him to succeed.
Guernsey Customs staff got a shout-out for being
very helpful with the paperwork.
Behind the front door on St George’s Esplanade
is the Tap Room, where the vibe is industrial
and unpolished, with communal tables and beer
barrels hanging from the roof as light shades.
The atmosphere is very go-with-the-flow, for
example it’s no problem if a customer wants to
bring in their takeaway from nearby food spots.
The heart of the business is behind the door
marked ‘where the magic happens’, because
this is where the brewery is with its glistening
brewhouse, fermenters and bottling machine.
There are lots of jars with colourful grains and
powders in, and a set of kitchen scales, indicating
that the goodness is weighed out by hand.
Officially there are four beers – Alan, Betty, Nigel
and Alfie which are all very gluggable, and there
are also going to be special editions such as 9
percenters or double hopped.
Alan is closest to Gareth’s heart because it is
a tweaked version of his first ever commercial
beer, however these days he mainly finds himself
drinking the alcohol-free Alfie.
Apparently, Betty is an easy drinking session beer,
good for watching the rugby, and Nigel is a hot
summer’s day sort of beer.
Being part of a beer revolution might look like the
dream job, but Gareth insists it’s also a lot of hard
work; beer is serious, and it’s taken him seven
years to reach this point.

Guernsey
& English
property
services
Delivered promptly,
effectively and tailored
specifically to your
requirements.
| Residential & Commercial
Conveyancing
| Planning & Environment
| UK Real Estate

ferbrachefarrell.com
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We are here for you
Whether you are moving house, need advice on a family matter or are seeking peace
of mind for the future, you want personalised advice that is right for you. At Collas Crill,
we take the time to get to know you and offer discreet, practical advice tailored to your
needs. With joined-up legal services in property, family matters, employment and wills
and estates, we can guide you through some of life’s big decisions and reach the best
possible outcomes for you and your family.
To find out how we can help you visit collascrill.com or call 01481 723191
YOUR KEY CONTACTS
PAUL
NETTLESHIP
Partner,
Property

JASON
GREEN
Partner,
Property

JOANNE
SEAL
Group Partner,
Private Client

ADRIAN
BROWN
Partner,
Family Law

WE ARE GUARDIANS | WE ARE OFFSHORE LAW | WE ARE COLLAS CRILL
BVI | Cayman | Guernsey | Jersey | London

ELIZABETH
COUCH
Partner,
Family Law

FINDING YOUR FEET IN
GUERNSEY
Relocating can be daunting, but once you have decided on Guernsey you can get here quickly and easily. Our
Open Market Lettings Negotiator, Sue Nicolle, explains why finding temporary accommodation before buying the
perfect home may be an option for you, while our Senior Property Manager Nikki Trebert discusses how Swoffers’
property management service takes the stress out of letting.

There are many advantages to living in Guernsey
but the most compelling reason for moving is
the lifestyle enjoyed by islanders. The people
who come here tend to be those who appreciate
all that the island has to offer, which includes a
more relaxed lifestyle than many currently enjoy,
great education across the age ranges and a
high-quality housing market for both purchasers
and tenants.

Renting also brings a level of flexibility. If you
have a property to sell but want to leave the
UK before the new tax year commences, this
can give clients the essential time they need. ‘If
people are selling an asset in the UK and it’s not
going to happen before 5th April, they often
need to be resident here before the new tax year.
It’s such an easy process to come and rent here,
particularly if you’re a British passport holder,’
says Sue.

At the height of the pandemic, demand for
properties outstripped supply. ‘This time last year
we simply couldn't get enough properties; we
literally ran out,’ says Sue. And there is still a
healthy level of interest in relocating to Guernsey,
with Swoffers continuing to list a good range of
properties, from one-bedroom apartments to
high-value family homes.

For a straight forward transition, nothing could
be simpler than renting a fully furnished and
equipped home, particularly if you are holding
onto your existing property. The starting point for
an Open Market rental is in the region of £2,200
a month, rising to £120,000 plus per annum for
the most spectacular properties.

Whether you are holding out for the perfect
property or want to take some time before
deciding if the island ticks all your boxes, renting
can be an option worth considering. As Sue
explains: ‘Some people take the opportunity to
rent while they look for the right property to buy.
There are lots of considerations, such as settling in
families and choosing the right schools and so on,
and we know just how important it is to find the
right place.’

Swoffers receives enquires from across all age
ranges: ‘We get professional singles and couples
coming for work, and others coming for the
lifestyle. Whatever the demographic, everyone
benefits from our lovely quality of life. For
families, the island has excellent states schools
and those looking at private schools have a
wider choice than ever, since former boys’ school
Elizabeth College became fully co-educational in
September 2021.’
Many prospective
clients want to find
a place without
any fuss, which is
why our property
management
department works
closely with the
rentals team. As
Senior Property
Manager Nikki
Trebert explains,

are tenanted, but we also offer a bespoke
management service for landlords, both of which
go hand-in-hand.
‘It’s often used by our clients who may only be
here part of the time and need someone to look
after the property for them whilst they're away.
We provide them with a tailored service to meet
their needs, which can often include finding
tenants who need a temporary base while they
look for something more permanent.

“FROM A MANAGEMENT
PERSPECTIVE, WE TAKE
ALL THE STRESS AWAY
FROM OUR CLIENTS”
‘Our letting and management team work closely
together, offering a complete service, providing
prospective tenants with good and frequent
communication making the process of letting an
easy and straightforward process. For our clients
we advise and help to get the property ready for
occupation. From a management perspective,
we take all the stress away from our clients, whilst
keeping them fully informed,’
And for those owners who do not wish to let their
home, that’s no problem. The team will provide
the essential services that ensure the property is
maintained in the client’s absence. We’ve been
in the property market for a long time and we
know what our clients really need, which is why
we have created a bespoke management service
for owners who need peace of mind.’
Whether you’re looking to relocate to Guernsey,
a landlord, or in need of a property management
service, please get in touch with us today.

‘We not only
manage
properties
that
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GUERNSEY’S NEW
LIEUTENANTGOVERNOR SWORN IN
The Crown is represented in the
Bailiwick by Guernsey’s LieutenantGovernor, whose duties are a
mix of constitutional, diplomatic
and ceremonial. As in Jersey, the
appointment is traditionally held by
a former member of Her Majesty’s
Armed Forces.
In February this year The Queen appointed
Lieutenant General Richard Cripwell as Her
personal representative in the Bailiwick. He
replaces Vice Admiral Sir Ian Corder, who
held the position for the last five and a half
years.

Lieutenant General Cripwell was sworn in
as the Crown’s 126th representative during
a special sitting of the Royal Court, before
which a parade marched down to the venue
– St James – from Government House. A 15gun salute was fired from Castle Cornet.
Guernsey’s new Lieutenant-Governor
was born in Northern Ireland and was
commissioned into the Corps of Royal
Engineers in August 1982. He has served in
Hong Kong, Northern Ireland, the Middle
East and the Balkans, completing his
service as Deputy Commander Allied Land
Command, the standing headquarters for
NATO land forces, in Turkey.
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THE FOOTBALL
FACTORY
Guernsey has a long history of producing
outstanding footballers who have made it
to professional ranks. Ask anyone to name
a famous player from the island and most
will know of Southampton legend Matthew
Le Tissier, but there are so many more who
have made an impact on the game.
For an island of just over 60,000 people, it’s quite
remarkable that Guernsey has produced so many first-class
players. There are currently six players from Guernsey with
contracts at professional clubs, and it looks like there are
more to follow in their footsteps. Tony Vance, Manager
of Guernsey FC and himself a former pro in the 90s
with Wycombe Wanderers, takes a look at what makes
the island a rich breeding ground for so many talented
players.
The moat
Tony refers to the water around the island as a moat: ‘It’s
our ultimate protection for many things.’ He explains why
Guernsey is an ideal place for children to take part in
sport: ‘Between the ages of six to 18, the island provides a
fantastic sporting environment, and with all sports we are
punching well above our weight to deliver quite a number
of world champions. It’s impressive. As a parent, you can
drive your child to athletics at four o'clock after school.
When they finish athletics, you can take them to basketball
until seven. In the UK it's going to take you a whole night
to go to training or the whole weekend to go to football.’
As well as good facilities, Guernsey is blessed with skilled
coaches. ‘Good coaches can positively influence children
and do it consistently over many years. In England,
however, a good coach is likely to move on to somewhere
else and end up in a different jurisdiction. So suddenly the
children have got to start again with a new coach.’ This is

where Tony’s ‘moat’ acts as a real positive for Guernsey.
It provides protection and helps create an environment
where dedicated sports people can be nurtured and
developed.
Of the island’s football scene, Tony says, ‘There’s some
real talent over here. I’ve always maintained that even at
age group levels, if you were representing Guernsey at
least half of those players would have been good enough
to have been involved with professional clubs at some
point.’
Getting noticed
Although the island provides an ideal environment for
nurturing sporting prowess, Guernsey’s top footballers
benefit from competing against players from further afield.
Guernsey FC was formed in 2011 and plays in the English
leagues, currently at Step 4. This has provided a pathway
for players and greater competition to help them develop
by competing in the adult leagues, far tougher than just
playing in Guernsey.
For those who want to be a pro, this also gives them a
higher chance of being spotted. Competition to be noticed
by a pro club is intense, so just being on a club’s radar is
quite an achievement. Playing on a rock in the middle of
the English Channel makes that job even harder. Guernsey
FC players have an added card up their sleeve, however:
Bristol City owner Stephen Lansdown lives on the island,
and Manager Tony has a close working relationship with
the club.
One player to benefit from this relationship is Alex
Scott. He signed for Bristol City in 2020 and has quickly
established himself as a first team regular and crowd
favourite. Many top premier league sides are lining up to
sign him, and Tony is impressed by his mental toughness:
‘It’s absolutely about the mental ruthlessness to be away.
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signed Covid hit and he was stuck in England with
a host family. He didn’t drive and was probably
stuck in a room - for a social youngster whose
friends at home weren’t in lockdown that must
have been tough. That takes tremendous drive and
it’s these bits that won’t be talked about when he
signs his £20 million transfer or whatever it is.’
Guernsey FC player Ben Acey is following in his
footsteps, having signed a contract to play for
Bristol City from the summer.
But Guernsey FC isn’t the only route into the
professional game. Sixteen-year-old Joe Adams
has recently signed for Wigan Athletic. He looked
for opportunities to play in the UK against tougher
competition. ‘What Joe did was he took his
opportunity by going through a college academy
which put him in the English league system. At 16
he has taken himself outside of his comfort zone
and ended up being signed by a pro club.’
In the women’s game one of the brightest prospects
for the English game is Guernsey’s Maya Le Tissier,
who plays for Brighton and Hove Albion in the
WSL. Guernsey’s women’s game wasn’t well
developed when she was younger and she grew
up playing with the boys, often up an age group
which helped her develop physically. ‘She’s been
out of her comfort zone since day one and that’s
going to be a big benefit. It’s only a matter of
time, she is going to be a world star, the next Lucy
Bronze. She is an amazing ambassador and an
amazing person,’ enthuses Tony.
Maya is joined at Brighton by another Guernsey
girl, Sydney Schreimaier, who is following in her
footsteps. Tony says she is also a big talent, with
the drive and determination to match that should
lead to success at a high level. There are more
girls who have the potential to join them in the
coming years.
These players all have something in common. They
are all talented but they have been totally focused
on being the best they can be and enjoying the
game. ‘The players who make it don’t just do the
training with their clubs growing up, they practise,
practise, practise. They have a certain obsession
but also a big love for the game as well. They have
to have the right mentality for this tough game.
That’s what creates different levels,’ says Tony.
The future is bright for these Guernsey footballers,
and it looks like more will be following them to
make a career in the sport.
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“GOOD COACHES CAN POSITIVELY
INFLUENCE CHILDREN AND DO IT
CONSISTENTLY OVER MANY YEARS”

Fixed Rate
Mortgages,
by

Have peace of mind knowing exactly what your
monthly repayments are with our 10-Year, 5-Year or
2-Year Fixed Rate mortgages. Our friendly on-island
team understand the local market and can respond
to your mortgage application within a few days.

Let’s have a conversation
about how Butterfield can help.
E-mail CIMortgages@Butterfieldgroup.com
or call us on 751 900.

COS-6383-11MAR2022

butterfieldgroup.com
Your property may be repossessed if you do not keep up with repayments on your mortgage. To apply, you must be 18+ and resident in Guernsey. All mortgages are subject to status
and valuation. The maximum amount you can borrow will depend on your individual financial situation, your other circumstances, the property you wish to buy and the type of mortgage
you choose.
Butterfield Bank (Guernsey) Limited (“BBGL”) is licensed and regulated by the Guernsey Financial Services Commission under The Banking Supervision (Bailiwick of Guernsey) Law,
2020 and The Protection of Investors (Bailiwick of Guernsey) Law, 2020, each as amended from time to time, under registration number 85. BBGL is registered under the Data Protection
(Bailiwick of Guernsey) Law 2017, under registration number 11160 and with the Guernsey Registry under registration number 21061. BBGL’s registered office address is P.O. Box 25,
Regency Court, Glategny Esplanade, St Peter Port, Guernsey, GY1 3AP. BBGL is a wholly-owned subsidiary of The Bank of N.T. Butterfield & Son Limited.
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THE CLEAN EARTH TRUST
The Clean Earth Trust is a
Guernsey-based charity helping
to limit human impact on the
environment. Helen Quin, Head of
Operations, talks to us about the
issues we face and what we can
do to improve the health of our
island and its inhabitants.
We considered what a huge difference it
would make if everyone picked up one piece
of litter every day. With a desire to spark
an individual responsibility for taking care
of their environment, Andrew started the
#pickitupguernsey campaign to deal with the
problem of discarded cigarette butts. After
winning awards for his participation in the
community, Andrew established The Clean
Earth Trust in 2018 and Helen Quin took on
the role of Head of Operations, alongside a
team of volunteers.
Helen herself had wanted to change the
direction of her career following something
of an epiphany when she was working in
Montenegro: ‘I was having lunch at one of
my favourite waterside restaurants in the Bay
of Kotor. It was completely magical, and I
realised that I loved it so much because it was
a family-run business, and it was affordable
and fresh because the food came from outside
their front door,’ says Helen. ‘The sky was
clear, the air was clean and the water was
beautiful. I was working for a super-yacht
marina and luxury residential property
developer in the Bay at the time and the area
was changing at pace. I couldn’t get it out
of my head that we were impacting nature
heavily and essentially destroying everything
I loved about living there - I was part of the
problem, so I resigned shortly after.’
For those of us living in Guernsey, it is easy
for us to feel disconnected from the crisis
facing our planet. As Helen points out: ‘We’re
really privileged in Guernsey to have such
an incredible infrastructure that supports us,
especially with our waste. We leave our waste
outside our front door at night and it’s gone
by the next morning. We don't have to think
about the impact our choices are having. It’s

easy to forget who is paying for it, too: as a
consumer, we're paying for the production of
that product and its packaging, the shipping
of that product, the actual product, and then
the disposal of that product, and then the
after-effects of that product going back into the
ecosystem in some way, either being recycled,
put into landfill or burned. We actually have a
great deal of control and influence through our
consumption choices.’
We are all aware that plastic is a huge
problem for the environment. ‘Plastic pollution

It’s easy to despair at the apathy surrounding
the need to make the changes that are
needed. ‘Change can be difficult and
uncomfortable, but change is a certainty and
it will happen whether we choose it or not.
We have to ask ourselves, what role do we
want to play in climate change? How do we
want to leave this planet for our children and
beyond? They’re the ones who are going to be
picking up the tab for the impact of our current
lifestyles,’ says Helen. ‘The train has left the
station and we’re trying to catch up. But we’ll
never catch up if we don’t start moving.’

is complete insanity on our part. There’s been
no long-term thought put into the use of this
material, which has a very short life cycle, and
we’re so overrun by it, it’s become commonly
accepted that it ends up in the sea. The Great
Pacific Garbage Patch is three times the size
of France, how are we not all outraged by
this? It comes down to the way that we live our
lives, with the constant need for convenience
and immediacy with everything,’ says Helen,
who remembers the first time she saw evidence
of microplastics on Grandes Rocques beach.
‘My heart broke, because I’d never seen it
here before. Ignorantly, I’d thought it was

The good news is that The Clean Earth Trust
is doing a lot. ‘It’s growing all the time, and
we’re so grateful for the positive response
to the charity over the past 18 months. It’s
inspiring to know that there are people out
there who believe in what we're doing and
are empowered to take responsibility for our
community and our environment. We have
a fantastic team of volunteers who have all
got their own day jobs, but are still willing to
give extra time to contribute and help spread
the word. And we've got a real range of
background and experiences on the

“THE TRAIN HAS LEFT THE
STATION AND WE’RE TRYING TO
CATCH UP”
something we wouldn’t be affected by here
in Guernsey. It was a stark reminder of our
interconnectedness,’ she recalls. ‘Food-related
waste is the biggest contributor to what we’re
seeing on our beaches. Even fishing gear,
it’s all about food and how we transport and
consume it. There's no reason in Guernsey
for any of us to drink a bottle of water - we've
got an incredibly high standard of water
here. In Paris they've got an incredible tap
refill system, including sparkling water, and
you can buy reusable bottles from vending
machines. If Paris can do something like that,
why can't we?’

team – climate change and environmental
degradation is relevant to, and will impact,
everyone,’ says Helen.
We can’t afford to be complacent in Guernsey.
‘We are lucky enough to have nature on our
doorstep, but nature needs us to step up and
protect it. It’s the very source of what we need
to survive – no environment, no economy!
There's a dominant industry in Guernsey
which isn't focused on nature but is highly
influential and could create very tangible
change. It’s part of our role to reach the
whole community and inspire positive change
for the environment.’
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Getting involved with The Clean Earth Trust’s
many initiatives is an ideal place to start
protecting what we have. Beach cleans take
place every weekend: ‘Our beach cleaning
team is fantastic, getting stuck in whatever the
weather and surveying what they collect so we
can monitor the types of waste that are washing
up on our shores. They do an amazing job,
and with such good spirits.’ Taking part is a
great opportunity for children to learn about
personal responsibility, whilst getting outside in
nature.
The Repair Cafe team has a team of 17.
‘We’ve got someone who looks after musical
instrument repairs, and someone who can
fix small electrical goods. We’ve got quite a
few seamstresses, someone who looks after
reupholstering furniture and a leatherwear
repairer. And then we've got a great group
who look after the clothes swap, they’re
really passionate about circular fashion.’
Other initiatives include the 30 Sustainability
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challenge, Adopt a Patch and the Litter Picker
Lending Scheme.
What is crucial is to let go of the feeling that we
can only ever be a drop in the ocean. As Helen
says: ‘Don't underestimate your own individual
power and influence – it takes individuals.
The Paris Agreement was put together by a
group of individuals and if they hadn’t had the
passion and determination to get it over the
line, where would we be now? And it doesn't
have to be world-changing to be worth doing.
If you can influence your immediate friends
and family, that's enough. The premise of the
charity is to seed that individual responsibility
and get people to look at the way that they're
interacting with their natural environment and to
make better choices. A healthier planet means
healthier people, after all.’
To find out more about The Clean Earth Trust
and how you can get involved, take a look at
cleanearthtrust.org.
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